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Effects of three-body interaction on dynamic and static structure
factors of an optically-trapped Bose gas∗
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We investigate how three-body interactions affect the elementary excitations and dynamic structure factor of a Bose–
Einstein condensate trapped in a one-dimensional optical lattice. To this end, we numerically solve the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation and then the corresponding Bogoliubov equations. Our results show that three-body interactions can change
both the Bogoliubov band structure and the dynamical structure factor dramatically, especially in the case of the two-body
interaction being relatively small. Furthermore, when the optical lattice is strong enough, the analytical results, combined
with the sum-rule approach, help us to understand that: the effects of three-body interactions on the static structure factor can
be significantly amplified by an optical lattice. Our predictions should be observable within the current Bragg spectroscopy
experiment.
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1. Introduction
A Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) trapped in an optical lattice provides a routine platform for investigating many
coherence phenomena, [1,2] such as Bloch oscillations, [3–5] elementary excitations, [6] Landau-Zener tunnelling, [7,8] swallowtail features of the band structure, [9–13] gap solitons, [14,15] and
the quantum phase transitions to the Mott insulator phase. [16]
Moreover, it is well accepted that such cold atomic gases are
a test bed for understanding novel quantum phases and nonequilibrium many-body dynamics. [2]
At the mean-field level, a BEC can be well described by
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) which is a cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation. In the GPE, the cubic nonlinearity models the two-body interaction, which can be tuned
conveniently by Feshbach resonance. [17] At the low-density
limit, two-body s-wave scattering should be dominant and the
three-body interactions can accordingly be neglected. Hence,
the GPE with only cubic non-linearity is adequate to describe
almost all properties of a BEC at zero temperature.
However, for the case of higher densities, the three-body
elastic collisions are expected to play a more important role,
as indicated by experiments. [18] The studies on effects of the
three-body interaction on the properties of a BEC have followed two lines of directions based on the origin of the interaction. The first line of research focuses on the intrinsic
three-body interaction. In general, the three-body interaction arising from triple collisions can be obtained by studying the three-body scattering problem and is characterized by
the three-body-coupling constant within the context of pseudo
potentials. The theoretical determination of the three-body-

coupling constant in a dilute BEC has a long history of research, dating back to 1959 when Wu [19] predicted a general
√
form, g2 = 16π h̄2 a4s (4π −3 3) ln(C|Ψ|2 a3s )/m, for a Bose gas
of hard spheres. The constant C has been determined only recently by Braaten and Nieto [20,21] using effective-field theory.
This general expression for g2 has been confirmed by Köhler
in a paper [22] in which the explicit three-body contact potential
for a dilute Bose gas is derived from microscopic theory.
On the other hand, most of the current research follows
the second line, which explores how to identify experimentally
accessible systems that have extrinsic three-body or higher interactions. In particular, Büchler et al. [23] have reported that
polar molecules interacting via dipolar interactions driven by
microwave fields can manifest themselves as a Bose–Hubbard
model with two- and three-body interactions between nearest neighbors. However, for on-site interactions, Johnson [24]
has shown that the two-body collisions of atoms confined to
the lowest vibrational states of a three-dimensional optical lattice can generate effective three-body and higher interactions.
Among works along this research line, a highlight is the investigations of the Bose–Hubbard model with a three-body constraint, which arises naturally due a dynamic suppression of
three-body loss of atoms occupying a single lattice site, [25–29]
and can be well realized experimentally. [30]
Regardless whether the three-body interaction is intrinsic
or extrinsic, it is clear that the description based on two-body
interactions is no longer sufficient [31] in above-mentioned
cases and the effects due to three-body interactions must be
considered properly. [32–34] In this work, the motivation is to
investigate within a mean-field approach, how the three-body
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interactions affect the elementary excitation and the dynamic
structure factor of a BEC trapped in a one-dimensional (1D)
optical lattice at the mean-field level.
It’s well known that a key property of a quantum gas is
its excitation spectrum, which is directly accessible in experiments through two-photon Bragg spectroscopy. [35,36] Theoretically, Bragg spectroscopy can be characterized by the dynamic structure factor. Much work [37–41] has been done along
this research line, which mainly focuses on how the dynamical structure factor is affected by the two-body interactions
and the external tapped potential. To our best knowledge, the
investigation of how the three-body interaction modifies the
dynamical structure factor is still lacking.
In this paper, we calculate the Bogoliubov band structure
and the corresponding dynamic structure factor of a BEC with
two-body and three-body interactions loaded in an optical lattice. Our results show that the three-body interactions dramatically modify the Bogoliubov band structure, i.e., they do
not only change the lowest band structure but also the higher
band. Meanwhile, we also find that the three-body interactions dramatically affect the lowest excitation strength Z1 (p),
and play a suppressing role on the lowest-excitation strength
and the static structure factor. Finally, arguments based on the
sum-rule approach are employed to analytically explain the
behavior of the static structure factor at small momenta. The
conditions for possible experimental realization of our scenarios are also discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the physical models. In Section 3, the Bogoliubov
band structure and dynamic structure factor are considered.
In Section 4, we consider the lowest-excitation strength to the
lowest Bogoliubov band and the main numerical and analytical results are presented. In Section 5, the static structure factor is studied for different three-body interactions. Possible experimental scenarios and our main conclusions are presented
in Section 6.

2. Basic model
We focus on a BEC with both two- and three-body interactions loaded into a 1D optical lattice, where the motion
along the radial direction is tightly confined. At sufficiently
low temperature, such a BEC system can be regarded as a
Hamiltonian system governed by the grand canonical Hamiltonian
 2
Z
h̄
H = d3𝑟
|∇Ψ (𝑟) |2 +Vext (𝑟) |Ψ (𝑟) |2
2m

g1
g2
+ |Ψ (𝑟) |4 + |Ψ (𝑟) |6 ,
(1)
2
3
with Ψ being the wave function of the condensate. In Eq. (1),
the term g1 = 4π h̄as /m represents the two-body interaction

at the mean-field level, with as being the s-wave scattering
length and m the atomic mass. The last term g2 |Ψ |6 /3 represents the higher-order effects due to the three-body scattering interaction. We like to mention that g2 is complex in
general, i.e., when the three-body interaction is considered,
the three-body dissipation should be taken into account properly. In typical experiments for 87 Rb, the real part Re[g2 ]
and the imaginary part Im[g2 ] are given by h̄ × 10−26 cm6 /s–
h̄ × 10−27 cm6 /s and h̄ × 10−30 cm6 /s [42–45] respectively, which
means Re[g2 ]/Im[g2 ] ≈ 103 –104 . [46] Therefore, we can safely
ignore the imaginary part of g2 on time scales comparable to
the duration of a three-body elastic.
We assume that the BEC is trapped by an external potential given by the sum of a harmonic trap of magnetic origin
Vho and a stationary optical potential Vopt modulated along the
x axis. The resulting potential in Eq. (1) is given by

1
Vext (𝑟) = m ωx2 x2 + ωy2 y2 + ωz2 z2 +V0 ER sin2 (kx), (2)
2
where ωx , ωy , and ωz are the frequencies of the harmonic trap,
k = 2π/λL is fixed by the wave length of the laser light creating the stationary 1D lattice along the x axis, λL is the laser
wave length, ER = h̄2 k2 /2m represents the recoil energy. The
optical lattice has periodicity d = π/k = λL /2. In the following, we focus the case of ωy = ωz  ωx . For example,
in Ref. [47] the axial (ωx ) and the radial (ωy,z ) frequencies
are 8.7 Hz and 85.7 Hz respectively; the strength of an optical lattice V0 can be varied up to 15ER with ER = 3.9 kHz.
In such a case, the sample is deeply in the 1D regime with
less than 1% population of the radial excited state and Ψ in
Eq. (1) can be written as Ψ = φ0 ψ, where φ0 is the ground
p
state of the radial motion φ0 = 1/πa⊥ exp[−(y2 + z2 )/2a2⊥ ]
p
with a⊥ = h̄/mωx,y . Following the standard procedure, we
obtain the following quasi-1D GPE


h̄2 ∂ 2 ψ
m 2 2 V0
∂ψ
i h̄
=−
+
ω
x
+
cos
(2kx)
ψ
∂t
2m ∂ x2
2 x
2
g2
g1
+
|ψ|2 ψ + 2 4 |ψ|4 ψ.
(3)
2πa2⊥
3π a⊥
All variables in Eq. (3) can be re-scaled to be dimensionless as
follows: ψ ∼ ψ/kN, x ∼ kx, ε = V0 /2ER , c = g1 kN/2πa2⊥ ER ,
λ = g2 k2 N 2 /3π 2 a4⊥ ER . Then, omitting the x-direction harmonic trapping, we can obtain the following normalized and
time-independent quasi-1D GPE in an optical lattice with cubic and quintic non-linearities
∂2
+ ε cos(2x)ψ + c|ψ|2 ψ + λ |ψ|4 ψ = µψ.
(4)
∂ x2
Here, µ is the chemical potential. For convenience of
the following numerical calculation, we choose g2 ≈ h̄ ×
10−26 cm6 /s, a⊥ ≈ 2 µm, λL = 800 nm, and N ∼ 4000–5000.
With these parameters, the three-body interaction is calculated
to be with a value of 0 < λ < 1.
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Based on Eq. (1), the linearized time-dependent GPE can
straightforwardly derived following the usual procedure. In
particular, the elementary excitations of the model system can
be captured by using the following two Bogoliubov equations:


∂2
− 2 + ε cos(2x) + 2c|ψ|2 + 3λ |ψ|4 − µ u jq
∂x

cψ 2 + 2λ ψ 2 |ψ|2 v jq = ω j (q)u jq ,
(5)

slope of the lowest Bogoliubov band at p = 0. It is clearly
seen from Fig. 1 that the sound speed of the system is largely
increased with λ increasing. (ii) The higher the Bogoliubov
bands are, the smaller is the influence of λ . This suggests that,
for an optically trapped BEC, the three-body interaction plays
a more important role in the lowest energy excitation than in
the higher ones.
12

c/.

and

∂2
2
4
+
ε
cos(2x)
+
2c|ψ|
+
3λ
|ψ|
−
µ
v jq
∂ x2

+ cψ ∗2 + 2λ ψ ∗2 |ψ|2 u jq = −ω j (q)v jq ,



−

ωj/ER

8

(6)

where ψ is the ground-state solution of Eq. (4) and the Bogoliubov amplitudes u jq and v jq satisfy the normalization and orR π/2
thogonality condition −π/2 (u∗σ 0 uσ − v∗σ 0 vσ )dx = δσ 0 ,σ . Equations (5) and (6) are two linear equations and exhibit the
usual translation symmetry for periodic problems. By applying Bloch’s theorem for the solutions u jq and v jq , i.e.,
u jq (x) = exp(iqx)ũ jq (x) and v jq (x) = exp(iqx)ṽ jq (x) with q
being the quasi-momentum of the excitation, ũ jq (x) and ṽ jq
have the same periodicity as the optical lattice in space. For
each value of q in the first Brillouin zone, an infinite set of
eigenfunctions (ω j ) are found, forming a Bogoliubov band labeled with j. Variation of q provides the energy bands ω j for
the elementary excitations of the system. We will discuss the
elementary excitation and the dynamic structure factor of the
system by adjusting the system’s parameters, which include
the two-body interactions c and three-body interactions λ for
a fixed optical-lattice depth ε.

4

λ=0.0
λ=0.1
λ=0.5
λ=0.8

0
-3

-2

-1

0
p/Hk

1

2

3

Fig. 1. The lowest three Bogoliubov bands with lattice depth ε = 5 for
different values of λ .

Next, we focus on how the three-body interaction affects
the dynamic structure factor of our model system. In general, the dynamical structure factor characterizes the densitydensity response of a system to an external probe, delivering
a momentum p and an energy ω. We suppose that there is
an external density probe which transfers momentum 𝑝 = p𝑒x
(𝑒x is the unit vector along the lattice direction) and energy
ω. In the linear response theory, the corresponding dynamic
structure factor of an optical trapped BEC can be written as
S(p, ω) = ∑ Z j (p)δ [ω − ω j (p)].

(7)

j

3. Bogoliubov band structure and dynamic
structure factor
As the first step, we plan to calculate numerically the lowest three Bogoliubov bands taking three-body interactions into
account. To this end, we first need to obtain the ground-state
wave function of ψ in Eqs. (5) and (6), which is a Bloch state
at the center of the Brillouin zone. In fact, there are several
numerical methods to find the Bloch wave ψ. The method
adopted in this work is to expand ψ in a Fourier series and to
minimize the Hamiltonian (1) in space to obtain the Fourier
coefficients. Once the function ψ is obtained, we proceed to
numerically solve Eqs. (5) and (6) and plot the lowest Bogoliubov bands in Fig. 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, we choose to fix the values of both
the lattice depth ε and the two-body interaction c and then
investigate how the three-body interactions λ affect the lowest three Bogoliubov Bands as follows: (i) Since sound speed
can be regarded as a long-wavelength response of a system
to a perturbation, the sound speed can be extracted from the

The weight factors Z j (p) is the excitation strength to the jband and ω j (p) are the corresponding excitation energies.
Note that while the excitation frequency ω j (p) is a periodic
function of p, this is not true for the excitation strength Z j (p).
Before any further concrete calculations, we use the sum
rule approach to analyze the basic properties of the dynamic
structure factor. The simplest sum rule by the integral of the
dynamic structure factor S(p, ω) gives the static structure factor S(p) [40]
Z

S(p) =

S(p, ω)dω.

(8)

As we will see later, S(p) is strongly affected by the combined
presence of two-body interactions, three-body interactions and
the optical lattice. The dynamic structure factor in Eq. (7) also
obeys the f -sum rule
p2
.
(9)
2m
Here, the f -sum rule (9) is a direct consequence of particle
conservation of the model system and represents a statement
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of the conservation law. Another important sum rule is the
compressibility sum rule
Z

lim

p→0

S(p, ω)
κ
dω = ,
h̄ω
2

(10)

with κ = [n(∂ µ/∂ n)]−1 = 1/(m∗ v2 ) being the thermodynamic
compressibility. Here, v represents the sound speed of the system and m∗ is the effective mass. We emphasize that our following numerical calculations have been double-checked by
checking whether they satisfy the f -sum rule (9).
Now, we are well equipped to study the combined effects
of the two-body interaction c, the three-body interaction λ ,
and the optical lattice ε on S(p, ω). For this purpose, we
concentrate on two scenarios: first, we set the optical lattice
strength to zero and find the dynamic structure factor in the
sole presence of interactions. Then, we turn on all three parameters and study their combined effect on the dynamic structure factor.
In the first scenario, where the lattice is absent, after
some straight forward calculation, the excitation spectrum is
p
ωB (p) = p2 [p2 + 2(c + 2λ )]. In this a case, the static structure factor obeys the Feynman relation as follows
SB (p) =

p2
.
ωB (p)

(11)

The value of ωB (p) increases with in increase of λ . Hence,
we can see from Eq. (11) that the three-body interactions play
a suppressing role on the static structure factor. In Fig. 2, we
show the relationship between S(p) and p. It is clearly seen
that the three-body interactions modify the static structure factor dramatically. Our numerical results (the discrete dots on
each line) in Fig. 2 exactly coincide with the analytical results.

1.0
ε/, c/.

S(p)

0.8
0.6
0.4

Z π/2

Z j (p) =

-2

0
p/Hk

2

4

(12)

4. Excitation strength to the lowest Bogoliubov
bands
We first discuss the behavior of the first excitation
strength Z1 (p). From Fig. 3, it is clear that the three-body
interactions modify the amplitude of Z1 (p) dramatically, especially if the two-body interactions are small (Fig. 3(b)). In
this case, Z1 (p) responses to the three-body interactions in
a sensitivity way. However, when the two-body interactions
are relatively large, the effects arising from the three-body interactions are relatively small (Fig. 3(a)). Meanwhile, Fig. 3
shows some common properties: two-body and three-body interactions all play an overall suppressing role on Z1 (p), and
Z1 (p) exhibits characteristic oscillations. The zero of Z1 (p) at
p = 2l (l integer) directly reflects the phonon behavior of the
Bogoliubov band, which vanishes at the same value as shown
in Fig. 1.
When the optical lattice is deep enough, it is possible to
analytically study the behavior of Z1 (p) in the tight-binding
approximation. In this limit, one can approximate the solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) as follows:
uq (x) = Uq ∑ e iqnπ φ (x − nπ),

(13)

n

λ=0.1
λ=0.5
λ=0.8

-4

−π/2

2

[u∗jq (x) + v∗jq (x)] e i px ψ(x)dx ,

where q belongs to the first Brillouin zone and is fixed by the
relation p = q + 2l with l an integer. This equation shows that,
by solving Eqs. (5) and (6) within the first Brillouin zone, one
can also calculate the strength Z j (p) for values of p outside
the first Brillouin zone.

λ=0.0

0.2
0
-6

transfer p, it is possible to excite several states, corresponding to different bands. An important consequence is that, on
one hand, with a small momentum transfer p, it is possible
to excite high Bogoliubov bands and, on the other hand, that
the lowest Bogoliubov band can also be excited by the high
momentum transfer p that outside the first Brillouin zone.
In general, the dynamic structure factor has to be calculated numerically. Starting from the solutions of Eqs. (5) and
(6), the excitation strength Z j is to the j-th band for a given
momentum transfer p:

and analogously for vq (x). Here, φ (x) is a function localized
near the bottom of the optical potential, and n labels the potential wells. Moreover, in the tight-binding limit, the dispersion
law of the lowest band takes the Bogoliubov form [48]
q
ω(p) = ε(p)[ε(p) + 2κ −1 ],
(14)

6

Fig. 2. Analytical results of the static structure factor S(p) in a uniform
Bose gas according to Eq. (11) for different values of λ . The dark dots
on each line correspond to the numerical results.

In the second scenario, the optical lattice is turned on.
In this case, the behavior of the dynamic structure factor will
change in a drastic way. For a fixed value of the momentum

with
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2

.

(15)
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In the above equations, ε(p) is the lowest Bloch band, describing the energy per particle of a condensate with quasimomentum p and σ is the tunnelling rate between adjacent
sites. The parameter κ labels the compressibility which can
R π/2
be obtained as κ −1 = (c + 2λ 0 ) −π/2 φ 4 (x)dx and λ 0 ∼ 0.1λ ,
as discussed in Ref. [48].

Z1(p)

0.20

λ=0.0
λ=0.1
λ=0.5
λ=0.8

(a) c/.

p
approximates the value Z1 ≈ κσ /(κσ + 1). We see that Z1
is quenched both by increasing two-body and three-body interactions (κ → 0). This tendency is clear when we compare
Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b). The influence of three-body interactions on Z1 (p) could be measured in Bragg spectroscopy
experiments. In order to observe three-body-interaction effects, we need to tune the two-body interactions to be relatively small, if the two-body interactions are large, the influence of three-body interactions will be masked.

5. Static structure factor in an optical lattice
0.10

In the presence of an optical lattice, the static structure
factor in Eq. (8) is obtained by summing up the excitation
strengths Z j (p) over all bands as follows:
0
-6

Z1(p)

0.6

-4

-2

0
p/Hk

2

4

6

S(p) = ∑ Z j (p).

λ=0.0
λ=0.01
λ=0.02
λ=0.03

(b) c/.

The corresponding results are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
for different values of the two-body interactions. When the
two-body interactions are very weak (Fig. 4(b)), even presence
of a small three-body interaction will lead to a great modification of the static dynamic structure, which mainly comes
from the contribution of Z1 (p). In contrast, the effect of threebody interactions is less pronounced for larger value of the
two-body interactions.

0.4

0.2

0
-6

-4

-2

0
p/Hk

(17)

j

2

4

6

1.0

Fig. 3. Z1 (p) for different three-body interactions with ε = 5 for (a)
c = 0.5 and (b) c = 0.02.

0.8
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0.4
λ=0.0
λ=0.1
λ=0.5
λ=0.8

0.2
(a) c/.
0
-6

-4

-2

1.0

0
p/Hk

2

4

6

0.8
S(p)

which corresponds to the excitation strength to the first Bogoliubov band. Here, the width ζ can be obtained numerically
by minimization of the ground-state energy and behaves like
ζ ∼ (2ε)−1/4 for 2ε  1, which is also shown in Ref. [40].
Equation (16) produces numerical results with good accuracy
obtained by solving the Bogoliubov equations for relatively
deep optical lattices. From Eq. (16), the oscillating behavior of Z1 (p) (see Fig. 3) arises from the term ε(p)/ω(p), and
the suppression of the strength at large p through the Gaussian term. For fixed two-body interactions c, it is clearly
shown that the term ε(p)/ω(p) decreases with increase of the
three-body interactions (λ ), due to the fact that the term κ −1
in ω(p) monotonously increases with λ , as shown in Figs.
3(a) and 3(b). Especially, if we tune the two-body interactions very small, the three-body interactions will play a dominate role, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The strength Z1 has a maximum close to the edge of the first Brillouin zone, where it

S(p)

We choose φp
(x) with the Gaussian φ (x) =
exp(−x2 /2ζ 2 )/(π 1/4 ζ ) to obtain an analytical result of
Z1 (p). After some tedious calculations, we obtain the following result:


ζ 2 p2
ε(p)
Z1 (p) =
exp −
,
(16)
ω(p)
2

0.6
0.4

λ=0.0
λ=0.01
λ=0.02
λ=0.03

0.2
(b) c/.
0
-6
-4
-2

0
p/Hk

2

4

6

Fig. 4. Static structure factor S(p) for different three-body interactions
with ε = 5 for (a) c = 0.5 and (b) c = 0.02.

As discussed in Ref. [40], the behavior of S(p) for small
momenta can be described exactly using sum-rule arguments
from Eqs. (8)–(10). The result is that in the presence of twobody and three-body interactions, the low p behavior of the
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